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1 Introduction 

 1.1 Purpose 
The Higher Education Opportunity Act (Public Law 110-315) finalized in 2009 reauthorized and 

expanded the Higher Education Act of 1965 and amended the mandatory Clery Act reporting 

requirement. The federal law requires all colleges and universities to have a notification and 

warning plan in place to alert the campus community of an emergency.  

 

 Section 668.46 (e) of the Federal Register states: An emergency notification is required in 

the case of immediate threat to the health or safety of students or employees occurring on 

campus. A timely warning may be sent in response to specific crimes reported to campus 

security or the local police and considered by the institution to represent a threat to 

students and employees, including those occurring on public property surrounding the 

University. 

 

1.2 Objective 
To communicate with campus community a crime that occurred and is considered to represent a 

serious or continuing threat to the campus. To provide a timely mass notification 

warning/information to all students, faculty, and staff of a threat, occurring or imminent, that 

poses an immediate risk to their health, safety, or general welfare while on campus. 

Communicate with the campus advising of an event which occurred on or near campus property. 

These do not pose an immediate threat to life or safety, but are of a nature where a timely warning 

or instructions may directly affect the well being of the recipient. 

 

1.3 General Facts 
Both students and employees are automatically registered for the SOU Alert system. Students will 

receive a message by email using their SOU student email account and a voice message to the 

phone number they provided at registration. Employees will receive a message to their SOU staff 

email account and a voice message to their work extension phone. In addition, they can update 

and customize their SOU Alert by adding additional email or phone numbers and/or signing up to 

receive text message alerts. 

 

1.4 Scope 
The authorization governing use of SOU Alert resides with Campus Public Safety (CPS) or 

designee as delegated by the President. The use of SOU Alert is at their discretion during 

emergency events. Full activation SOU Alerts will be sent out to all individuals in the SOU Alert 

database including students, staff, faculty, and individuals requesting notifications such as local 

police, local fire, and private businesses on campus. 

 

1.5 Reportable Crimes 
The following categories are considered reportable crimes by the Clery Act:  Homicide, 

manslaughter, forcible and non-forcible sex offences, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, 

motor vehicle theft, arson, liquor law violations, drug violation, illegal weapon possession, hate 
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crimes, larceny-theft, simple assault, intimidation, destruction/vandalism of property and any 

other crime involving bodily injury. Depending on the nature of the crime, they may be viewed as 

an immediate threat and reported via SOU Alert, sent as a timely warning, or reported in CPS 

crime log. Refer to Appendix A for guide. 
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2 Situation and Assumptions 
2.1 Alert and Timely Warning Situations 
Emergency Situations are events, anticipated or unexpected, that threaten life or safety and 

require immediate action. 

 

2.1.a Immediate Threat 
This is an event that poses a significant emergency or dangerous situation involving an imminent 

or impending threat to the health or safety of students or employees occurring on campus. This 

type of situation most likely will utilize the full SOU Alert activation. 

 

2.1.b Timely Warnings 
These are notifications that are sent to the campus community advising of event(s) that have 

occurred on the campus property or advising of event(s) occurring near the campus. The event(s) 

do not pose an immediate threat to life or safety, but are of a nature where timely warnings or 

instructions may directly affect the well being of the recipient. Timely warnings are meant to 

provide information to make SOU’s community aware of an ongoing threat or risk, aid in the 

prevention of similar crimes, and provide safety tips. These notifications usually occur as an all 

campus email and should be issued as soon as the pertinent information is available. 

 

2.1.c Alert Levels 

Depending on the nature, severity, location, and/or duration of an incident or threat, one of the 

following Alert Levels is selected: 

 Full Activation of SOU Alert: A situation which requires the immediate activation of 

ALL primary delivery groups and via ALL modes of delivery.  Example:  Confirmed 

armed intruder on campus. 

 Partial Activation of SOU Alert:  A situation which requires use of only certain, selected 

primary delivery groups via all modes of delivery.  Example:  Activation of the Crisis 

Management Team. 

 Safety Alert / Timely Warning:  A situation which is not a warning of an immediate 

threat, but rather a dissemination of information in a timely manner. These are done via 

email/flyers and should include information around the safety alert and include safety tips, 

pertinent websites, and phone numbers. Example:  Sexual predator in the city. 

 Public Service Announcement:  The distribution of information which serves to promote 

safety and a culture of preparedness by raising awareness. These are done via email/flyers. 

Example:  How to respond in an earthquake. 

 Post Event Message:  Information summarizing previous alert or message. These may 

come from CPS or administration. Example: Email detailing findings of police 

investigation and safety tips. 

 All Clear Message:  Announcing threat is over. 
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2.2 Assumptions 
In order to plan for and consider the effectiveness of the SOU Alert emergency notification 

system, one must take into account several planning assumptions: 

 Most emergencies requiring activation of the SOU Alert emergency notification system 

will be “no notice.”  This means that there is a potential immediate threat to life safety. 

 No one method of communication will reach everyone, everywhere, or every time. Taking 

into account communication impairments, utilization of numerous and varied 

communication methods is required. 

  Even with numerous and various communication methods, you can never guarantee 100% 

delivery.   

 Due to limitations beyond the University’s control, a small portion of the intended 

audience will receive their emergency messages in a later timeframe than desired. 

 Despite best efforts, errant information may still be generated and distributed by alternate 

means of communication (i.e., word of mouth, social networking).  This requires SOU 

Alert messages to be clear, concise, succinct, and accurate. 

 Language barriers, such as with international students, can result in misunderstood 

messages. 

 Emergency messages must be identifiable as “official” SOU Alert messages. 

 An ongoing educational campaign is required to introduce the system to every person on 

campus.  

 

. 
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3 Roles and Responsibilities 

3.1 Access Control 
SOU has a small group of administrators who are authorized to access and send alerts by the mass 

notification system SOU Alert. 

 Executive Assistant for Finance and Administration  

 Co - Directors for Campus Public Safety  

 Director for Institutional  Research  

 Chief Information Officer 

 SOU Alert Super User  

 

3.2 Testing SOU Alert  
Regular testing of the SOU Alert system is required to ensure functionality and to familiarize 

recipients with the system’s features.  All tests will be evaluated and corrective action 

recommendations developed, as necessary. This application will be tested one time each quarter, 

with the exception of summer. Testing of SOU Alert is usually announced. Each scripted test 

email message will include a link to add additional information to SOU Alert. Upon completion 

of testing, the result data is assessed. The SOU Alert Super User will send out an email to 

recipients who had incorrect / invalid phone numbers. This email will ask the recipients to update 

their SOU Alert information and give them instructions on how to log on and update their 

information.  

 

SOU will keep records of each test for seven years which include: 

 A description of the test 

 Date test was held 

 Time the test started and ended 

 If the test was announced or unannounced 

 

3.3 User Training 
All users of this system will attend quarterly training given by the SOU Alert super user. New 

employees who will have access to SOU Alert will receive initial training and a copy of this 

procedure. 
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4 Concepts of Operations 

4.1 Procedures 
Below is a summary of the steps taken to initiate a SOU Alert or Timely Warning, Appendix A 

shows scenarios and possible modes of information dissemination to the campus. 

 

4.1.a Immediate Threat 
1) SOU Alert shall be activated by or at the request of CPS as soon as they have 

confirmed there is an immediate threat present. In the event of a public health 

emergency, SHWC will advise if we need to send out a full activation SOU Alert or a 

timely warning message. Possible unexpected emergencies which would activate SOU 

Alert include but are not limited to: 

 Armed Intruder or hostage situations 

 Bomb threats or other imminent violent threats 

 Building evacuations or lockdown 

 Natural disaster like earthquakes or severe storms 

 Power utility failure 

 Police activity on campus 

2) CPS will take the following steps to verify an immediate threat exists in the absence of an 

obvious event (i.e., earthquake). In the event of a manmade event, CPS officers will 

respond to the area and investigate. They will immediately contact the CPS Director and 

report their findings. If the CPS Director assesses there is an immediate threat to the health 

and safety of the Campus, he will initiate a SOU Alert to be sent out to all recipients 

without delay.  

 If the CPS Director is not immediately available, CPS will contact a member of the 

cabinet (Vice President for Administration and Finance, Provost and Vice President 

for Academic Affairs, Vice President for Development/Executive Director, SOU 

Foundation.) This cabinet member will order a SOU Alert to be sent, if needed. 

 If during the event, the exact nature of the event is not known, but it is determined to 

be a potentially dangerous situation (i.e., police activity on campus), the Police 

Activity SOU Alert message may be initiated. 

3) In order to facilitate SOU Alerts being sent without delay, the Public Information Officer 

(PIO) has created messages for a variety of situations which have been preapproved. 

 Choose one of the pre-written messages loaded into SOU Alert. If there isn’t a specific 

one, write one for the event 

 Review Message to see if any information needs to be added (identified by [ ].) 

 Record message for voicemail. 

 Send message to all recipients in database by phone, email, text message, and social 

networks. 

4) Follow- up communications will be sent by the University as more information is obtained. 

5) When the event is over an “All Clear Message” will be sent via SOU Alert and then 

followed with an informational email summarizing the event including crime, specific 

safety tips, and contact numbers/websites. 
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6) The following are exceptions where SOU may not provide immediate notification without 

delay: “unless issuing a notification will, in the professional judgment of responsible 

authorities, compromise effects to assist a victim or to contain, respond to, or otherwise 

mitigate an emergency”  FR 668.46(g)(3) 

7) Upon receiving an SOU Alert, the Hannon library will then read the SOU Alert through 

the overhead speaker. 

 

4.1.b  Timely Warnings 
In order to keep the campus community informed about ongoing safety and security issues, SOU 

will advise the campus community of reportable crimes which have occurred.  These may be 

initiated by CPS, SHWC, or Student Affairs. 

1) Warnings are sent regarding the situation of a crime occurring on or near campus, usually 

as soon as pertinent information is available and confirmed.   

2) Situations which could initiate a timely warning include, but are not limited to: 

a) Rash of burglaries on campus 

b) Hate crimes 

c) Aggravated assault, sexual assault 

3) CPS Director and Dean of Students will collaborate to compose the safety alert including 

safety tips, additional contact numbers, and information about crime(s) that triggered the 

timely warning.  

4) Send a message as an all campus and all student email. 

5) Follow up communications may be sent depending on the event. 

6) Safety Alerts usually won’t require an “all clear message”.  

7) This information will mainly be sent by email as a Timely Warning. At times a specific 

situation may alter the way a crime is reported to the campus.  Example: female 

immediately reports being groped by an unknown assailant. This situation would usually 

be sent out as a Safety Alert in an all campus email. If the crime is not reported to school 

officials for six weeks, this may be reported in the school newspaper’s CPS section. In 

addition, SOU may send out Safety Alerts for other (non-Clery reportable) crimes that 

may pose a serious or continuing threat to the campus community (i.e., kidnapping). 

8) If a crime is reported solely to a counselor or pastor, a timely warning does not need to be 

sent out. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 


